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Abstract:  

Background: Sucrose-induced analgesia (SIA) has been known as non-pharmacological intervention for pain relief in both 

rat pups and infants. The mechanism underlying SIA is suggested to be mediated by the endogenous opioids system. This 

effect is produced by the sweet sensation rather than by the absorption of sucrose. The SIA has been frequently investigated 

for the pain relief in infants but less so for SIA in adults. 

Aim: The aim of study was to explore the effect of sucrose on the pain tolerance time in adults.  

Objective: To study the effect of oral sucrose solution on pain tolerance time in human adult.  

Method: The study includes 40 participants of age group 20-40years. The pain was induced in the participants by cold 

stimuli using cold pressor test while holding mouthful of plain water (control) and sucrose solution (30%) and the pain 

tolerance time (sec) of the participants was noted for each plain water and sucrose solution. 

Results: The results showed an increase in the pain tolerance time to cold pressor test on holding mouthful of sucrose solution 

in respect to plain water. 

Conclusion: These data clearly indicate that the sweet stimulus of sucrose induces antinociception in adults, suggesting sweet 

substance–induced analgesia can be applied to human adults. 

Keywords: Sucrose induced analgesia (SIA), sucrose, cold pressor test, pain tolerance time, antinociceptive. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Pain is an unpleasant sensation induced by noxious stimuli which is detected by the peripheral afferent 

nociceptors. Most pain resolves once the painful stimulus is removed or the body has healed but sometimes pain 

persists despite removal of the stimulus and apparent healing of the body. Psychological factors such as social 

support, stress, excitement or distraction can significantly modulate pain intensity or unpleasantness. Studies in 

animals have shown tasting a sweet solution increases their ability to tolerate pain [1] A systematic review and 

meta-analysis of 13 studies have shown that the administration of sucrose is the most commonly used non 

pharmacological intervention for relief of procedural pain in neonates [2] Few hospitals in western countries use 

oral sucrose as safe and an effective method for the management of painful procedure in neonates and infants. 
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Some studies have shown that pleasant taste of sucrose in infants triggers the release of endogenous 

endorphins that could create an analgesic effect [3]. Evidence of this opioid mechanism of sweet is shown by a 

study in which analgesic effect of sucrose is not seen in neonates born to methadone dependent mother [4]. 

Studies in rodents have shown tasting a sweet solution increases their ability to tolerate pain [5]. This analgesic 

effect is thought to be involved in activation of the central regulating systems mainly opioid related descending 

inhibitory network. In fact, consume of sucrose solution increases beta–endorphin levels in rat brain indicating 

that sucrose activates the endogenous opioid system [5, 6]. Several studies have revealed that the sucrose 

induced analgesia (SIA) is involved in opioid related neurotransmitters, including serotonine (5HT) and 

noradrenaline (NA) in the central regulating system [7, 8]. Thus it was found in the study that SIA may involve 

the endogenous opioid related the descending inhibitory system rather than distraction. Very few studies in 

western countries have shown the analgesic effect of sweets like sucrose and glucose in adults [9]. An Indian 

study had shown gender specificity of sucrose induced analgesia by using nociceptive flexion reflex [10]. This 

study was carried out on a sample of 12 adults. The purpose of the present study was to find the analgesic effect 

of sucrose in adults so as to reduce minor procedural pain and also to reduce the side effects of some of the 

medication which is used to reduce pain during the minor surgical procedures. 

Materials & Methods: 

The study was an interventional. The study was carried out in 40 adult residents and staff of a tertiary hospital of 

age of 20-40 years. Written informed consent was obtained from the participants and ethical committee approval 

was taken before the start of the study. Individuals willing to participate were enrolled in the study. All the 

participants was administered the Cohen perceived stress for measuring stress levels for consideration for 

inclusion. The participant with normal to mild perceived stress scale was included in the study. Individual with 

history of smoking, acute illness during past one month, diabetes, hypertension, autoimmune disorder, pain 

syndromes, vascular disorders, thyroid disorder, spondylitis, rheumatoid arthritis, neuritis and migraine, 

consuming medicines like tricycle antidepressants, serotonin reuptake inhibitor like duloxetine, antiinflamatory 

drugs was excluded from the study. The participants were instructed to get well hydrated before the cold pressor 

test to avoid syncopal attack and also to refrain from food and drinks 2 hours prior to the test. In female 

participants test was carried on the second day after their last day of menses so as to avoid the influence of 

hormonal variation of the menstrual cycle on pain tolerance time. The study was conducted on the participants 

under two conditions in a single day. The pain tolerance time using cold pressor test was noted, first while 

holding a mouthful of plain water in the oral cavity and then 30% sucrose solution, maintaining an interval of 15 

min between the two sessions. 30% sucrose solution was prepared by mixing 30 grams of sucrose in 100 ml of 

water. The participants was asked to hold the water in the mouth till they were able to tolerate pain and after 

noting the readings the participants was allowed to swallow or throw the water out of their mouth depending on 

their own wish. 

Method of hand cold pressor test- 

A container filled with cold water, maintained at 40 Celsius was used. Its temperature was recorded immediately 

before performing the test. A water circulator was used to prevent the warming of the water near the 
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participant’s hand. At the onset of the test, subjects were instructed to immerse their right hand completely up to 

the wrist joint and to remain still. Subject was instructed to indicate when they were no longer able to or willing 

to tolerate the pain (pain tolerance) or feels dizzy by raising his or her hand. A maximum time limit of 4 minute 

was imposed, though subjects were not informed of this limit. 

Statistical analysis: 

The analgesic effect of sucrose in adults i.e. the pain tolerance time in adults while holding plain water and then 

sucrose solution was analysed using Unpaired T-test. P value < 0.05 was considered significant. 

Observation and results: 

The data of 40 adults with mean age 26.517 was analyzed using unpaired t-test. The mean for pain tolerance 

time with water is 31.413 and the mean for the pain tolerance time with sucrose is 47.206 seconds. The standard 

deviation and p-value for pain tolerance time with water and sucrose is given in table.1 

Table.1: 

 

 Pain tolerance time with 

water(seconds) 

Pain tolerance time with 

sucrose(seconds) 

Standard deviation 24.019 46.214 

Standard error of mean 4.460 8.582 

p-value >0.10 <0.0001 

 

 

 

Graph.1: Graph showing mean of pain tolerance time with water (Group1) and mean of pain tolerance 

time with sucrose (Group2). 

Discussion: 

In the present study there was a significant difference in the pain tolerance time with sucrose solution in respect 

to water. This finding is consistent with the previous studies showing the analgesic effect of sweet taste. One 

study of adults reported increased tolerance to mechanical pain in women immediately following 10 min of 

consumption of highly palatable sweet food (Mercer and Holder, 1997) [9]. As in that study, tolerance was the 

only pain measure to show an analgesic effect of sweet taste. In the current study, pre-absorptive effects of 

sucrose were examined since participants did not swallow the solutions while recording the pain tolerance time 
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and has been found to reduce pain sensitivity in human adults. These data clearly indicate that sucrose stimulus 

induced antinociception or sweet substance induced analgesia can be applied to human adults. The 

administration of sweet taste solution in the present study was therefore comparable with the study done in 

infants (Barr et al., 1994; Blass and Hoffmeyer, 1991) [11, 12] and children (Miller et al; 1994). Conversely, 

Pepino et al[14] had showed that sweet stimulus from sucrose solution does not induce analgesia on CPT in 

female adults. However, that study did not consider the menstrual cycle among female subject, a factor that is 

known to influence pain perception. This variable might have contributed to the conflicting results found in the 

present study. A study done by Weid and Verbaten [15] had reported similar pain tolerance specific effects of 

various analgesic manipulations such as mood induction and distraction. In the study they found that sweet taste 

only modified pain tolerance, a measure of the motivational-affective dimension of pain, but did not affect 

threshold, a measure of the sensory-discriminative dimension of pain. Previous studies demonstrated that 

nursing or intraoral infusion of certain components of mother's milk (e.g. sugars and fats) produces calming and 

opiate receptor-dependent analgesia in newborn rats and humans. Sucrose also elicited Fos expression in several 

brainstem areas associated with centrally mediated analgesia, including the periaqueductal gray and the nucleus 

raphe magnus. Taken together, these findings demonstrate that analgesia elicited by intraoral sucrose does not 

require involvement of the forebrain. Intraoral sucrose activates neurons in the periaqueductal gray and nucleus 

raphe magnus [8], two key brainstem sites critically involved in descending pain modulation. Although the 

analgesic mechanisms of sucrose in human adults still remains unclear. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this study demonstrated that sweet stimulus of sucrose induces antinociceptive effects on pain 

tolerance in adults. The pleasant taste of sucrose might modify pain sensation by affecting the affective 

dimension of pain in adults. Thus administration of sucrose may have clinical implications as an adjunct to pain 

in adults. Accordingly, more clinical trials need to be performed before sweet substance– induced analgesia is 

used for adults for pain. 

Limitation 

The study had a small sample size so further study needs to be done with a larger sample size. Very little is also 

known about the analgesic mechanism in human adults so further studies need to be carried out for the same. 
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